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Outline�

1.  A model for restructuring distressed mortgages (the 
Principle Principal) �

2.  A reduced-form model with closed-form pricing for fast 
implementation to stem strategic default (Strategic 
Loan Modification)�

3.  An investment model for yield pick up and risk 
parameterization (Optimizing Restructured Debt 
Portfolios)�



Landscape of Failure: Dec 2011�



Statistics�
•  1 in 380 households received a foreclosure filing in August 2010 (RealtyTrac). �

•  Sep 2010: pre-sale foreclosure inventory 2.038 million homes (LPS). �

•  Sep 2010: 4.9 million mortgages 30-days overdue, 2.374 million 90-days past 
due (LPS).�

•  Sep 2010: 11 million borrowers (23% of households with a mortgage) have 
negative equity (CoreLogic).�

•  Jan 2011: 1.24 million non-HAMP mods in 2010 (HOPE NOW).�

•  Feb 2011: 87,083 mods in one month (183,241 HAMP mods in first half of 
2011).�

•  May 2011: 28.4% single family homes with negative equity.�

•  May 2011: 20-city Case-Shiller down 30% from Jan 2006 (33% Jan 2012).�

•  July 2011: 1 in 611 homes received a foreclosure filing (improvement).�

•  Nov 2011: Case-Shiller down 3.7% year over year. �

•  Q4 2011: Residential investment 2.5% of GDP (6.3% in 2005). �

•  Jan 2012: US Q3 house prices forecast -2.7%, +3.8% by Q3, 2013 (Fiserv).�











Preview of Some Results�

•  Rate reductions are value-destroying in negative equity situations.�
•  Maturity extensions also destroy value.�
•  Principal reductions are optimal. �
•  Capitalization of payments (forbearance) into back-ended principal will 

also destroy loan value. �
•  Shared-appreciation mortgages improve ability to pay, mitigate moral 

hazard.�
•  Optimal modifications may be computed in closed-form in a reduced-

form model.�
•  Restructuring returns yield investors hundreds of basis points in 

certainty equivalents.�
•  Optimization problems extend mean-variance models in two ways: (a) 

return distributions are endogenous; (b) and are sharply non-normal.  �



Who Cares?�

•  Borrowers�

•  Lenders�
•  Regulators�

•  Investors�







Deadweights costs of foreclosure. Foote, 
Gerardi, Goette and Willen (2009) estimate: 
$180BN or 1% of GDP.  
�

Value Driver #1�



Ability to pay 
 

# ##& 
 

Willingness to pay�

Restructuring requires fine-tuning of both:�



Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009) find 
that 26% of defaults are strategic in nature.  
 
Cohen-Cole and Morse (2009) find that in 
the presence of negative equity, borrowers 
pay credit cards first, and prefer foreclosure. �

Value Driver #2�
Strategic Default�



28% of owner-occupied single-family homes 
have negative equity (national average). 
States: California (33%), Arizona (37%), 
Nevada (40%) 
 
Greater problems are likely to arise with 
cash-out refinancing [Mian & Sufi (2009); 
Khandani, Lo & Merton (2009)].�

Value Driver #3: Triggers�



Game theoretic problems:  
(a) Lender determines modification that 
maximizes value of loan given that borrower 
will act strategically in his best interest.  
(b) Investor determines modification that 
maximizes risk-adjusted returns. �



Model�

Home value�

HJM�

Correlation�



Discrete-time Implementation�



Martingale system�



Risk-neutral Probabilities�



Modeling the Mortgage�

Loan balance�

Default put�

Lender’s value on default�

Borrower’s liability�

Deadweight cost of foreclosure�

Refinancing option�



“Iso-Service” Surface�

Loan balance = $300,000 @6%�
Home value = $250,000�
�
Remaining maturity = 25 years�
A = $1,933 per month �
�
Amax = $20,000 per year�

#($1,667 per month)�

choose�



Value Driver #4: Values of Iso-Service Loans�



Deadweight Foreclosure Costs are critical�



Value Driver #5: Modifying Maturity�



Cure risk and Re-default Risk�

The risk of unnecessary relief, 
i.e., the borrower would not have 
utlimately defaulted.�

Providing futile relief, leading 
to ultimate default anyway. �

Value of loan 
accounting for 
willingness to pay�

A: borrower income available for 
housing service, with mean μ and std. 
dev σ. �





Logit: Explaining Re-default (Value Driver #6) �





Value Driver #7: Shared-Appreciation Mortgages �

Exercise value = �



Value Driver #8: Default Put Exercise Region  
Short Horizon Portfolios�

L=225,000�

L=250,000�



Value Driver #9: Reduced-Form Analysis of SAMs�

Home values�

Normalize initial home value to 1. The option to default is 
ITM when (H > L). �
�
There is a home value D at which the borrower will default. 
D is a “default level” or default exercise barrier. �
�
D is a function of the lender share θ, we write it �
as D(L, θ).�
�
D increases in L and in θ.�
�
Foreclosure recovery as a fraction of H is ϕ. �



Default Barrier and Lender Share�



Barrier Model Intuition�

D=L exp[-γ(1-θ)]�

Region of no 
default and 
gains to 
SAM�

Region of default �

H0 = 1�

Default
Payoff=фD

No default�
Payoff=L�



A Barrier Option Decomposition �

Non-default �
component�

Default component �

Shared Appreciation 
component�

PDE�



The Closed-Form Solution �



SAM or not?�



Home Price Volatility�



Willingness to Pay�



Restructuring Coupon-bearing Mortgage Debt �

Binomial tree model�

Restructuring control variables�



Value Driver #10: Restructuring Regions�

High strategic 
default�

Mitigated 
strategic default�



Value Driver #11: Negative Equity Cusp�



Value Driver #12: Distribution Shift�



Value Driver #13: Return Sensitivity�



Restructuring�



Value Driver #14: Restructured Returns Shift Up�



Value Driver #15: Return Scale Shift�





Optimal Restructuring�

Utility function�

CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT�



Maximize Loan Value / Utility�



Diversifying Unrestructured Loans�



Diversifying Restructured Loans�



Summary of Value Drivers�
1.  Deadweight cost savings add returns. �
2.  Strategic default suggests cherry picking loans. �
3.  Negative equity mitigation adds value.�
4.  Principal write-downs work best.�
5.  Maturity extension and rate reductions dissipates value.�
6.  Reducing re-default adds value. �
7.  Shared appreciation adds value.�
8.  Exercise region of default put suggests short horizon.�
9.  Closed-form reduced-form model speeds up implementation.�
10.  Restructuring regions suggest erring on the side of greater LTV reduction. �
11.  Manage the negative equity cusp for greatest boost in return.�
12.  Restructuring leads to dramatic distribution shift. �
13.  Restructured debt return distribution is highly sensitive to LTV. �
14.  Restructured returns shift up. �
15.  Restructured returns dramatically shift the distribution’s scale to the right. �


